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INTRODUCTION TO 
PROGRAMMATIC MOBILE

GEoRgE JohN, PhD 
CEo, RoCKET FuEl INC.
A few short years ago, mobile was a “checkbox” buy: 
marketers bought it because they knew their CEO would 
expect it to be in use when he or she asked about their 
progress. However, mobile’s usage, measurement, and 
optimization were all very far behind desktop.

Today, that has all changed. Mobile now offers a tremendous 
audience that can be addressed programmatically. Mobile 
represents 30% of Rocket Fuel’s business. Rocket Fuel has 
integrated with 20 programmatic partners domestically and 
globally with mobile inventory, including mobile web, mobile 
app, and mobile video inventory. 

Rocket Fuel’s machine learning algorithms learn and optimize 
based on the 855 billion global mobile impressions that the 
company is able to view every month. 

Mobile has become a clear and consistent extension of 
display, and marketers have grown to have the same 
expectations and focus on measurability. If you need 
additional information or would like to share your 
experiences as you grow your business with programmatic 
mobile, please send your comments to us at pb@rocketfuel.
com. We welcome your feedback!

OUR MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS 
LEARN AND OPTIMIZE BASED ON 645 BILLION 
GLOBAL MOBILE IMPRESSIONS A MONTH.
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WHAT IS 
PROGRAMMATIC 
MOBILE?

1
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WE DEFINE pROgRAMMATIC MOBILE 
AS ThE ACT Of:

BIdDiNg oN AN ADvERTiSiNg iNvENToRy SouRCE
With the advent of mobile ad marketplaces, 
advertisers can now leverage programmatic 
buying to bid on and procure digital media 
without having to pre negotiate a price, sign 
up for a minimum number of im pressions or a 
minimum budget, or generate an insertion order. 
Advertisers can buy digital media across devices, 
operating systems, apps, mobile web, location, 
etc.—on demand—on a scale that satisfies a 
specific online marketing objective.

When a consumer loads an app or mobile webpage 
with an available space for an ad impression, the 
publisher of the page puts up the ad impression for 
auction in an ad marketplace. The ad marketplace 
then runs an auction among advertisers interested 
in the opportunity to serve an ad to that consumer. 
Dozens of advertisers may simultaneously compete 
in such an auction, but only one will win, earning 
the right to serve that ad to the consumer. 

REAl-TIME BIdDiNg 
With programmatic mobile, advertisers no longer 
need to buy mobile media from an inventory source 
(e.g. an app or a web publisher) in advance. Instead, 
they bid for it on demand in an ad marketplace.

Advertisers now have access to billions of daily 
opportunities to bid on mobile media in ad 
marketplaces. The marketplaces make these 
opportunities available via auctions that take place 
within a mere two hundred milliseconds.

Advertisers participate in “real-time bidding” (RTB) 
in ad marketplaces and respond with their auction 
bids within the blink of an eye. The short duration 
of these auctions is essential for speedy webpage 
downloads and an optimized end user experience.

oNE Ad, To oNE coNSuMER, iN oNE coNTExT
The most revolutionary aspect of programmatic 
mobile is that advertisers buy impressions 
individually, not grouped by the thousands or 
millions. Each ad marketplace auction allows an 
advertiser to serve one specific ad to one single 
consumer in one single context1. 

Contrast this approach with traditional segment 
based buying, where advertisers can only serve 
one generic ad to a large and potentially diverse 
segment of consumers who consume the ad across 
a huge variety of contexts.

Programmatic mobile buying helps advertisers 
execute powerful online marketing programs with 
fine grained control, enabling them to realize true 
one to one marketing at scale.

 1. In this paper, we define “context” as all the changeable attributes that are neither 
dependent on the consumer nor on the advertiser/program. Examples of context are: 
content that appears next to the ad, the mobile device on which the ad is delivered, 
the time of day, the day of the week, the weather, the state of the stock market, or 
even significant news that has just taken place.
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WHY IS 
PROGRAMMATIC 
MOBILE EFfECTIVE?

On the most obvious level, programmatic mobile 
is effective for the same reason programmatic 
is effective everywhere: we can reach the right 
consumer with the right message at the right 
time.

While that alone would be a good reason to 
reach consumers on mobile devices, it misses 
a more important truth: We gain a far richer 
understanding of the consumer because mobile 
provides a richer context. For all the talk about 
the “consumer journey,” mobile is the only medium 
where we take that journey with the consumer. 
This gives “walk a mile in my shoes” an entirely 
new and more compelling meaning. 

When are consumers most likely to take the time 
to learn about a new category or brand? When 
they’re lying on the couch on a Sunday morning 
with their tablet, they’re (literally) in a better 
position to do just that. When is the best time to 
use mobile to conquest? When they’re walking 
around a mall, they are in a place where that 
strategy can be most effective.

The magic isn’t just about who a consumer is, it’s 
about understanding who that consumer is at a 
specific moment, in a specific context.

MoRE DATA poiNTS
Programmatic mobile can utilize many more data 
points about a consumer than a desktop media 
buy, partly because mobile offers entirely new 
sets of data. These include operating system data, 
precise location data, connection speed data (is 
the person connecting via WiFi, 3G, or LTE?), and 
much more. In addition, there is very useful data 
available about apps and app usage. Someone 

2
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SHOULD I 
ADVERTISE ON THE 
MOBILE WEB OR IN 
ApPS ?  

3

who uses a fitness app every week, for example, 
is likely to be a great prospect for workout gear.

The result? The ability to draw a highly detailed 
picture of who the consumer is and the context 
in which he or she will view the ad. This means 
the systems can decide, with great precision, if 
this consumer is the most likely prospect from the 
most desired audience. Traditional segment based 
buying defines segments with just five to ten 
attributes such as age, gender, income, ethnicity, 
education, and interests. In dramatic contrast, the 
best programmatic mobile buying systems can 
evaluate millions of data features, including most 
of the data available on the desktop, all in real-
time.

oN MoRE pRoPERTIES
Programmatic mobile buying can reach the ideal 
customer on many more devices and many more 
contexts than just buying a handful of sites. 
Due to its real-time connection with thousands 
of inventory sources, programmatic buying 
can consider vastly more websites and digital 
properties than any manual media planner ever 
could. Many of these have hyper specialized 
content that drives very specific groups to convert. 
Only programmatic mobile buying can uncover 
these billions of opportunities and match them 
with the ideal customer profiles for a B2C or B2B 
marketer. 

Programmatic mobile offers the unique ability to 
reach a consumer at any time during the day—most 
importantly, the time when he or she is most likely 
to engage.

Our experience is that it’s best to advertise 
wherever consumers can be found, both on 
the mobile web and in app. There are strong 
advertising opportunities in each, and it’s best 
to treat them as interchangeable based on the 
goals of the online marketing program, and what is 
working best. 
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WHICh DATA SOURCES 
CAN BE LEVERAgED IN 
PROGRAMMATIC MOBILE?

Many of the data sources that are familiar from desktop 
display advertising also exist in mobile. 

• Demographics
• Contextual
• Third-party cookies (except on Apple iOS devices using 

the Safari browser)
• First  and third-party audience segments

In addition, there are data sources that are completely 
unique to mobile. 

uNiquE To MobIlE
• Connection (carrier or WiFi)
• Connection speed (WiFi, 3G, or LTE).  

    This is important for video or Rich Media delivery.
• Operating systems and device types
• Granular location

4
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DIfFERENT TypES oF loCATIoN DATA
Consumers often allow apps to collect and use their location 
in order to enhance the app experience. For example, 
imagine a wayfinding app automatically finding a consumer’s 
location in order to provide the most accurate driving 
directions. These apps frequently share this location data 
with their RTB media partners through the ad exchange 
marketplaces. The location data gathered from this opt in 
behavior can be leveraged for different marketing objectives 
depending on the granularity of the location data collected. 

Apps collect three fundamentally different types of location 
data, and it’s always important to know which type you are 
working with:

1. GPS is the best form of location data that is widely 
available at scale. Rocket Fuel sees more than a billion bid 
requests a day that are within 25 meters of a person’s 
actual location. The vast majority of requests with GPS 
location are from in app media. When a consumer shares 
GPS data, he or she has opted to do so.

2. User Provided Location Data is location data that is 
inputted directly by an individual. An example would 
be a person entering her ZIP code into a weather 
app to get the local weather report. While this data is 
often accurate, it is not always granular enough to be 
actionable for every type of online marketing program.

3. Derived Location Data is much more approximate than the 
first two examples. It is a best guess based on the location 
of the nearest cell tower or WiFi connection. IP derived 
location data has been around for a long time and is often 
very useful, but it’s important to recognize that it should be 
used for more macro geotargeting (e.g. city or DMA). 

GEo-coNTExTuAl DATA
Knowing that a consumer is currently located at a particular 
latitude/longitude is interesting, but provides little insight 
without additional context. For example, geo-contextual 
data can tell you that a consumer recently spent time at 
an urban park, is currently shopping at a pet store, and 
is within walking distance of two department stores. 
For an advertiser, this context makes location data 
infinitely more actionable.

Contextual data comes in either first  or third-party 
flavors. Most brick and mortar companies have their 
own first-party contextual data (e.g. addresses 
of every retail store in the U.S.), but some media 
companies, including Rocket Fuel, have also created 
powerful mobile advertising products around licensed 
datasets. This data typically includes local business 
listings including location (address, lat/long) and 
category, place based demographic information, 
crime rates, and more.
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5
CAN I USE hYPERLOCAL 
TACTICS TO IMPROVE 
MY RESULTS?
Yes! Innovative marketers are proving that granular location 
data can be used in exciting and effective ways that drive 
both upper  and lower funnel KPIs. Some have gone as 
far as saying that location data is the “new cookie,” given 
its ability to help marketers understand their customers 
and drive campaign success. However, it is important to 
note that the best location strategy alone is only a half 
measure in the absence of other consumer and device data. 
Blindly serving ads to consumers simply because they are 
(or were) at a particular location will never be as effective 
as an optimization system that simultaneously considers 
thousands of other data points to drive optimal results. 

GEoFENCING 
The most common form of geotargeting is to set up a virtual 
perimeter around an advertiser’s store locations called a 
Geofence (aka "Ringfence"). Consumers within the Geofence 
may be served ads while consumers outside the Geofence 
will be ignored. The diameter of the Geofence will depend on 
the objectives of the marketing program. 

“Path Targeting” is a subset of Geofencing that focuses only 
on consumers along a predefined path, such as a train route, 
racecourse, or highway. A path simply consists of many small 
Geofences placed closely together. 

WHEN To uSE iT
Because Geofencing potentially excludes many high 
value consumers, it is best used when attempting to have 
consumers take an immediate action. For instance, if a quick 
service restaurant is currently having a promotion on a new 
sandwich, it may make sense to create 1km Geofences 
around its locations to reach consumers when they’re 
considering lunch options.

GEo AudIENCES 
Geo Audience targeting (aka “Geo Behavioral targeting”) is an 
exciting new way to hone in on hard to reach consumers by 
leveraging geo-contextual data tied to observed consumer 
locations. Geo audiences are developed by observing the 
frequency of consumer visits to particular businesses, 
business categories, or other locations. For instance, a 
hotel chain may want to reach frequent travelers. To find 
these potential customers, a media company could observe 
consumers who frequently visit airports, hotels, and/
or car rental locations. The media company could then 
deliver impressions when consumers are most likely to be 
influenced, irrespective of their current location.
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loCATIoN BASEd cREATIvE TACTicS
TAP TO MAP 
(CLICK TO LOCATE)

Tap to Map is an expandable 
Rich Media unit that enables 
consumers to interactively 
locate their nearest stores. 
This is a great tactic to 
employ for new store 
openings (or new retail 
partners for CPG brands) 
and to raise awareness of 
store locations. Additionally, 
interaction with this type of 
unit is a great indication that 
a consumer will complete 
a store visit, making it an 
ideal in flight KPI to optimize 
against.

TAP TO COUPON

Tap to Coupon is an 
expandable Rich Media unit 
that enables people to save 
a coupon to their device. 
This can also be achieved by 
directing a person to a mobile 
website with couponing 
capability. Interaction with 
a Tap to Coupon unit is 
another great indication that a 
consumer will take a given real 
world action, and is an ideal 
KPI to optimize against.

EXAMPLE GEO AUDIENCES:  
Families with young children, recent movers, 
primary grocery shoppers, quick service restaurant 
diners, moviegoers, and fashionistas. 

GEo RETARGETiNg ANd GEo coNquESTiNg 
Both of these tactics fall under the Geo Audiences 
umbrella in that they leverage real world consumer 
behaviors. 

Geo Retargeting seeks to reach consumers who 
have visited a particular business. For instance, 
an auto dealership may want to reach consumers 
who have visited its showroom in the past 14 days 
with messages about a sales promotion or the 
dealership’s “top rated service department.”

Geo Conquesting seeks to take market share away 
from competitors by finding their consumers. For 
instance, a sporting goods retailer may want to 
reach consumers who have recently visited its 
largest competitor. The retailer can then send 
those consumers a sales promotion about its 
"superior quality new camping products."

WHEN To uSE iT
Geo Audiences are best used for branding efforts. 
For instance, Geo Conquesting works well when 
an advertiser provides a compelling reason for a 
consumer to “switch.” It is usually difficult, and 
requires a sustained effort by the advertiser to 
entice consumers to switch brands. Geo Audiences 
solves the problem of finding a hard to reach 
audience, but it is unlikely to be a good tactic for 
short term increases in foot traffic.

A gEO 
AUDIENCES 
CASE STUDY

Rocket Fuel recently created an 
advertising program for a global shoe 
brand. The goal was to reach consumers 
who are interested in distance running. 
To accomplish this, Rocket Fuel created 
a custom Geo Audience by setting up 
a virtual path along the New York City 
Marathon race route (including large 
geofences at the start, finish, and places 
where fans gathered) and observed 
consumers who were present at the event. 
After the marathon was over,  Rocket 
Fuel was able to reach these running 
enthusiasts with relevant advertising—
even after they had returned home to 
places like China, Puerto Rico, California, 
Italy, and France. 
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6
WHICh OBJECTIVES CAN PROGRAMMATIC 
MOBILE DRIVE SUCCESS fOR?
Mobile advertising can be used to reach people at all levels of the consumer experience. With it, you can:

• Raise brand awareness among key consumers 
of a new product, brand, or product category. 
For example, imagine a new hotel chain with a 
unique consumer market. Through testing, it’s 
possible to optimize toward exactly the people 
you need to reach.

• Increase favorability toward existing products or 
brands. Many auto manufacturers need to reach 
and motivate Millennials. Mobile can be a big 
help.

• Drive consideration. Most people have a shortlist 
of places they think about for a summer vacation. 
If your destination isn’t already on the list, mobile 
can make the difference.

• Drive purchase intent. When people are deciding 
what their next smartphone brand will be, 

the first place they often look is their old 
smartphone.

• Drive mobile actions including app downloads, 
coupon downloads, check-ins, or any other direct 
response metric.

• Drive real world actions including in store visits 
and purchases.

A worthwhile exercise is to list three or four 
objectives for your marketing program that are 
really important - without considering whether you 
think they are possible. 

Share them with your programmatic mobile 
partners and ask what they can do to help. Some of 
the “impossible” objectives you’ve wished for could 
actually be more possible than you thought.
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7 hOW CAN A BRAND 
MARKETER USE 
PROGRAMMATIC 
MOBILE?
Many consumers check their mobile devices dozens of 
times per day. That translates to an enormous number of 
opportunities for brand building. We have seen clients use 
programmatic mobile to drive brand success at all levels of 
the sales funnel—and it’s getting easier than ever.

Brands can drive awareness and consideration among a 
given audience by using location as a strong signal for intent 
and audience profiling. A good example is the marathon 
geofencing case study mentioned in section 5.

Mobile offers strong opportunities in video, especially since 
it is possible to optimize toward complete views. This is 
particularly useful because TV viewers often turn to their 
mobile devices during commercial breaks.

Brands can also boost consumer engagement with creative 
Rich Media units using options such as gamification, 360 
degree product tours, social sharing, and other brand 
experiences. It used to be that brands had to work with 
individual sites or apps directly in order to create effective 
Rich Media ad units. But with the introduction of the MRAID 
standard, this has extended custom Rich Media opportunities 
into the programmatic arena. At Rocket Fuel, our professional 
services team has partnered with a mobile Rich Media 
provider to create custom ads for any brand goal, be it a “find 
it in store” locator unit for a CPG brand or a car customizer for 
an auto brand.
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hOW CAN A DIRECT RESpONSE MARKETER 
USE PROGRAMMATIC MOBILE?

8
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A USABILITY CHECKLIST
One of the most critical factors for 
driving conversions is simple and 
entirely within your control. Before 
considering a mobile advertising 
program, take a hard look at your 
usability and user experience.

• Is your website optimized for 
mobile?

• Are your web forms short and easy 
to fill out? Have you done all you 
can to streamline them? 

• Can a consumer convert within 10 
seconds? 30 seconds? A minute? 
The longer a conversion takes, the 
fewer conversions you’ll get.

It’s critically important to have a 
truly mobile optimized website with 
transaction funnels that are clean, 
clear, and fast. It’s difficult to drive 
strong DR performance if your website 
is difficult to use on a phone or tablet. 
Many advertisers are developing tablet 
specific website experiences to help 
simplify conversions. While all this may 
seem obvious, you’d be surprised by 
how many good marketers miss getting 
these basic steps right. Success in DR 
belongs to those who sweat the details 
and get the basics right. This is doubly 
true in mobile.

The improvements in measurement make mobile 
particularly strong for direct response (DR). 
Programmatic mobile is a powerful way to drive 
mobile commerce.

In fact, at Rocket Fuel, our clients have learned 
that for certain DR opportunities, it’s actually 
much easier to drive performance with a mobile 
phone and/or tablet optimized site (and of 
course, apps) than with a desktop optimized 
site. The most obvious example is Travel. By 
definition, if you’re travelling, you are mobile—
and you often turn to your mobile device to take 
care of an immediate need. Other categories 
are more challenging for driving conversions. If 
you are considering a mobile marketing program 
to drive DR results, the smartest thing to do is 

seek guidance from an expert who has run a 
large number of mobile programs. They will have 
real performance data about what has worked 
and what has not to support their point of view. 
Many Rocket Fuel clients come to us while 
they’re still in the planning stage for exactly this 
perspective.

More advanced use cases are being developed 
all the time. For example, it’s now possible to 
identify conversions that work as well, or even 
better, in mobile than in desktop display. It is 
possible to measure and optimize toward “real 
world” conversions that include physical store 
visits (which can tell you the exact moment 
when people enter a store), as well as mapping 
and couponing goals.
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hOW CAN AN ApP 
DEVELOPER USE 
PROGRAMMATIC 
MOBILE?

9

Rocket Fuel has been working with app developers since 
the very beginning. One of the most compelling things we 
have learned is that instead of focusing on downloads, 
app developers profit most when they focus on usage and 
ROI. This is equally true for transactional apps, games, 
and branded apps. In brief: it’s easier 
to get someone to download an 
app than it is to get them to use it 
consistently. 

oPTIoNS foR APp dEvElopERS INcludE:
• App Discovery, to help people find an app in an over 

crowded market

• App Retargeting, to help reinvigorate lapsed consumers 
(there is a big variation in mobile app retention by vertical 
with the lowest rates hovering around 10% and the 
highest above 50% retention after one month.2  ) 

• App Activity, which focuses on the long term value of a 
consumer. It’s now possible to look at consumers who 
interact and transact, and then find other consumers who 
will behave like them.

ABouT SDKS
An SDK is a collection of software used for developing 
applications for a specific device or operating system. At 
Rocket Fuel, we currently support the following SDKs:

• Adjust (formerly Adeven)
• Kochava
• AD-X
• Tune (Formerly HasOffers)
• Flurry 
• Appsflyer
• Tapstream
• Altrooz
• Lithient

2. Source: http://bit.ly/NYRdvU
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10
CAN I DO ATTRIBUTION IN PROGRAMMATIC MOBILE?

In the early days, some critics of mobile mistakenly said that 
attribution was all but impossible. Not only is that untrue, 
remarkable progress has been made in a very short time. 

Today, as long as we can identify the person and leverage 
some data, it’s possible to do really smart mobile advertising. 

Below is a breakout of some of the ways that data can be 
collected to inform attribution. 

MobIlE WEb: ANdRoId, WINDoWS PHoNE, BlAckBERRy
According to internal statistics, roughly 30 percent of 
advertising requests originate from the mobile web, using 
browser based Internet services. The mobile browsers for 
these operating systems generally accept first  and third-
party cookies like normal desktop browsers. 

MobIlE WEb: APplE
Safari is the most popular mobile browser that disallows 
third-party cookies by default. For example, if a person goes 
to Yahoo.com and is served an ad by Rocket Fuel or any other 
ad server, at that moment, the ad server is considered a third-
party company and will not be able to set a cookie. However, 
once that person clicks on the ad, Rocket Fuel can set a cookie, 
boosting our ability to perform attribution analysis.

IN APp: 
Recent studies suggest that more than 
80 percent of consumers’ time on 
mobile devices is spent in applications 
or “in app,”  accessing games, music, 
photos, subscriptions, and many other 
types of software. 

All mobile devices have a PII (personally 
identifiable information)- compliant 
universal identifier that allows 
advertising companies to identify and 
track a consumer in app. In iOS, this is 
known as IDFA, or ID For Advertising. In 
Android, it’s Android ID and Advertising 
ID. In Windows, it is Windows ID. 

On each platform, consumers can 
either reset the app identifier, or 
in the case of Android, choose 
to opt out. However, few 
consumers do this.
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10 11
WHAT DO I NEED TO 
gET STARTED?
A strong partner in mobile can really make all the 
difference for the effectiveness of your online 
marketing programs—and help you realize better 
results over time. Here are some things to consider. 

A gooD ExTERNAl pARTNER wIll ofFER:
• Optimization tools, so digital marketing 

programs can adapt to changes in consumer 
behavior, inventory availability, and competitive 
activity.

• Full service teams that can run digital marketing 
programs on behalf of marketers, and/or a self 
service interface by which marketers can run 
the programs themselves.

• The technology that enables quick learning and 
the ability to generate quick wins and build on 
them.
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ARE you A CHANgE AgENT?
Programmatic mobile is an exciting new concept that 
introduces a vast array of benefits. But when things are new, 
they call for changes. And yes, people can be resistant to 
change. For that reason, it’s best if the mobile lead within 
your organization has a “change” mindset—a mindset they 
can help everyone else embrace. 

Because programmatic buying represents a dramatic change 
from segment based buying, whether in digital or traditional 
media, many marketing organizations discover significant 
internal resistance to embracing it. In practice, this means 
that they need a change agent in the organization to teach 
marketers why programmatic buying matters. The change 
agent could be a Director of Online Marketing, a Director of 
eCRM, a VP of Analytics, or anyone with a vested interest 
in driving marketing success. Regardless of his or her own 
functional responsibility, this person needs to generate 
the buy in that motivates the company to build or buy the 
necessary new skill sets and run successful pilot programs to 
inspire organizational confidence.
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gLOSSARY
3G: The third generation of mobile data technology that 
allows for download rates between 2-5 Mb/s. 

4G LTE: The fourth-generation of mobile data technology 
that allows for download rates between 5-25 Mb/s.

Algorithm: A set of rules for processing calculations. 
In the advertising space, algorithms can be used in the 
automated optimization of advertising programs.

Conversion: The instance of consumer taking a 
desired action aligned with an advertising objective. 
A conversion may be defined as a consumer buying a 
product online, requesting additional information from an 
advertiser, or downloading and opening an app. 

Desktop: Defined in this paper as consumer behavior 
within a web browser on a desktop or laptop computer.

DID: Short for Device Identifier. Defined in this paper 
as the unique consumer identifiers for in-app activity 
including IDFA (Identifier for Advertising) on iOS, 
Android ID (or Advertising ID) on Android, Windows ID, or 
Blackberry ID.

Gamification: The use of gameplay elements, such as 
point scoring or competition with others, in non-game 
applications.

Geolocation: The process of determining the geographic 
location of a computer or mobile device ranging from 
country and region at the macro level, down to postal 
code or lat/long at the micro level.

GPS: Short for Global Positioning System. Modern mobile 
devices are equipped with sensors that can determine a 
device’s precise geolocation in the form of a lat/long pair 
based on signals from space-based satellites.

HTML5: The fifth and latest coding language standard 
for presenting content for the World Wide Web. HTML5 
can display full-motion video (non-Flash) and Rich Media-
like animations seamlessly across the mobile web and 
app space.

Hyperlocal: Neighborhood-level information. For mobile 
advertising, hyperlocal is generally defined as the usage 
of GPS-level geolocation data to reach consumers.

KPI: Short for Key Performance Indicator. This is 
generally the metric that an advertising program is 
optimized to.

Lat/Long: Short for latitude/longitude. A geolocation 
feature that expresses a device’s exact point on Earth 
relative to the equator (latitude) and the prime meridian 
(longitude). 

Mobile Web: The web browser environment on a mobile 
device.

MRAID: Short for Mobile Rich Media Ad Interface 
Definitions. The predominant standard for creating and 
delivering Rich Media experiences within mobile apps. 

Phablet: A word combination of phone and tablet that 
generally refers to devices with diagonally viewable 
screens between 5.01 and 6.9 inches (130mm-180mm).

SDK: Short for Software Development Kit. In mobile 
advertising, an SDK is a set of tools programmed into an 
application that enables measurement and analytics of 
app activity. 


